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Abstract 
 

Soft-tissue sarcomas (STS) are a diverse group of mesenchyme-derived solid tumors 

compromising several subtypes for which molecular events underlying metastasis and 

drug-resistance are largely unknown. In our approach, we freshly resected three Myxofi-

brosarcomas (MFS) and three Undifferentiated Pleomorphic Sarcomas (UPS) and ana-

lyzed their transcriptome by using single-cell RNA-sequencing. Since the molecular 

events underlying the tumor evolution are largely unknown, we used this new method to 

understand the oncogenic processes and intra- and inter-tumor heterogeneity. The pro-

cess of using single-cell RNA-sequencing includes profiling thousands of single cell tran-

scriptomes by using the latest emulsion droplet based method. Not only novel markers 

for classifying tumor subpopulations but also contributions and interactions of immune 

cell infiltrate could be discovered. 

We revealed tumor heterogeneity by analyzing the fibroblast cell populations throughout 

the STS samples. We discovered diverse populations of cells expressing different genes 

and therefore showing heterogeneity within the tumors. These analyzed genes showed 

tumorigenic potential. MKI67, a marker for cell proliferation, was discovered to be highly 

expressed in one of the subpopulations. Also, possible targets to develop new drugs 

could be discovered. IFIT1 an interferon induced gene could be used as a mark for newly 

developed drugs. It could be shown that the analysis of transcriptomes on single-cell 

resolution could be used to discover new pathways of interaction of the microenviron-

ment. The immune cell infiltrate, composed of macrophages, expressed the chemokine 

ligand for a receptor expressed on activated T cells.  

In an additional approach we were able to transfer our analysis to an in vivo model to 

further study newly developed drugs. We showed that the PDX xenograft models could 

reveal novel insights by using transcriptomic analysis on single-cell resolution. We dis-

covered possible inter-species interactions of macrophages and fibroblasts that could be 

a promising result for further studies and the development of monoclonal antibodies to 

target these proliferative enhancing pathways.  
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Abstract 
 

Weichgewebssarkome sind eine diverse Gruppe von Tumoren, die dem Mesenchym 

entstammen. Diese haben viele Subtypen und deren molekularen Zusammenhänge, 

denen wiederum Metastasenbildung und Arzneimittelresistenz zugrunde liegen, sind 

häufig unklar. In unserem Ansatz wurden drei Myxofibrosarkome und drei Undifferen-

zierte Pleomorphe Sarkome frisch reseziert und deren Transkriptome mithilfe von 

Einzelzell-RNA-Sequenzierung analysiert. Nachdem die Mechanismen, die der Tu-

morevolution und dem Metastatisieren zugrunde liegen, weitgehend unbekannt sind, 

nutzten wir diese neue Methode, um sowohl onkogene Prozesse als auch Intra- und 

Inter-Tumor-Heterogenität besser zu verstehen. Indem wir neue, auf Tröpfchenemulsion 

basierende Technologien verwendeten, konnten tausende Einzelzell-Transkriptome se-

quenziert werden. Nicht nur neue Biomarker, sondern auch Tumorzell-Subpopulationen 

und das Zusammenspiel von Tumorzell-Interaktionen konnten entdeckt werden. 

Wir deckten Tumor-Heterogenität auf, indem wir Fibroblast-Zellpopulationen in allen 

Weichgewebssarkomen analysierten. Dabei entdeckten wir Populationen, die verschie-

dene Gene exprimierten und damit Heterogenität innerhalb des Tumors offenbarten. 

Diese analysierten Gene zeigten tumorförderndes Potential. MKI67 und TOP2A, Marker 

für aktive Zellteilung, definierten einige Subpopulationen insbesondere Tumorzellen. 

Weiters konnten mögliche Ziele für die Entwicklung neuer Arzneimittel entdeckt werden. 

IFIT1, ein durch Interferon stimuliertes Gen, konnte dabei als mögliches Ziel für die 

Entwicklung neuer Therapeutika etabliert werden. In dieser Studie wurde herausge-

funden, dass neue Technologien für die Einzelzell-RNA-Sequenzierung es möglich ma-

chen, neue Interaktionen in der Tumor-Mikroumgebung aufzuzeigen. In den RNA-Ex-

pressionsprofilen der entdeckten Immunzellen konnten dabei die sekretierten Chemo-

kine und verschiedenste Rezeptoren aktivierten T-Zellen nachgewiesen werden. 

Zudem waren wir in der Lage, unsere etablierte Einzelzell-RNA-Sequenzierung auf ein 

Xenograft In-vivo-Modell anzuwenden. Wir zeigen, dass diese Mausmodelle neue 

Möglichkeiten eröffnen, um bisher unbekannte Therapien zu testen. Des Weiteren 

entdeckten wir die Inter-Spezies-Interaktionen zwischen Makrophagen und Fibroblasten, 

die in weiteren Studien als Ziele für Enwticklung neuer monoklonale Antikörper benutzt 

werden können, um das Zellwachstum der Tumorzellen zu verlangsamen oder auch zu 

stoppen. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, a main focus of research has been the microenvironment of tumors and 

how tumor cells and non-malignant cells interact during local invasion, angiogenesis, 

metastasis, and drug resistance1,2. Novel technologies describe the attempt to recon-

struct the tumor microenvironment by using in vitro systems to form 2D and 3D layers of 

cells in culture. These attempts seemed to be promising at first, but the benefit of this 

technology and how well it represents the in vivo microenvironment of tumors has not 

been proven yet3. New technologies based on microfluidics for single-cell RNA-sequenc-

ing (scRNA-seq) are promising and recent commercial developments like Chromium en-

able scientists to obtain up to ten thousand single-cell transcriptomic profiles per exper-

iment4,5. 

I chose soft-tissue sarcomas (STS) for my experiments representing a group of solid 

mesenchyme derived tumors that possess a heterogeneous cellular composition6. In this 

study, the main focus was on Myxofibrosarcoma (MFS) and Undifferentiated Pleo-

morphic Sarcoma (UPS) that are considered to be the deadliest subtypes of STS. Usu-

ally these tumors are treated by surgical resection but major clinical problems occur later 

due to the high frequency of aggressive local and distant invasion and because almost 

50% of the patients develop deadly metastasis. Multi-modal therapy methods like radia-

tion and chemotherapy help to ease symptoms but usually have a low response and do 

not prolong patient survival. Therefore, efficient strategies need to be developed to help 

patients in urgent need of treatment options. Immunotherapeutic targeting can help to 

optimize the treatment, which may benefit from establishing molecular markers to predict 

metastasis and progression of the disease. Reading out these markers, each patient 

may be treated individually and tailored therapeutics can be developed. This process will 

also uncover molecular events driving sarcomagenesis and metastasis. 

In STS, especially in MFS and UPS, only a few recurrent genetic alterations have been 

documented7–10. Presumably, the major genes involved in the pathways considered to 

be responsible for tumorigenesis and metastasis remain largely unknown. Furthermore, 

there have been no major studies so far with the focus on the nature and composition of 

tumor microenvironments, inflammatory infiltrate and tumor heterogeneity, as scRNA-

seq technologies are only becoming available. These features of MFS and UPS remain 

largely unclear. Bulk tissue polyA RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) has helped to identify tu-

mor subtypes but only yields an average tissue transcription profile and masks the un-

derlying cellular tumor heterogeneity. In our study, we focused on establishing an atlas 

of cells to define the tumor’s microenvironment and heterogeneity in MFS and UPS. With 
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the Chromium microfluidic scRNA-seq platform, transcriptomes of around 26.000 single 

cells were obtained and with the help of novel analyzing strategies, major features of the 

tumors were revealed. 

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 SOFT TISSUE STROMAL SARCOMA (STS) 

Recent appraisals in the USA show that each year 12,390 new cases of STS are diag-

nosed. Because of its unique histological features and more than 50 subtypes STS is 

difficult to diagnose and the collaboration between radiologists, oncologists, surgeons 

and pathologists is of utmost importance.  

STS frequently develop in soft tissues like fat, muscle, fibrous tissue and blood vessels. 

They can be found in the extremities, are very common in elderly people and are gener-

ally detected due to their large diameters of 5-9 cm6. 

2.1.1 UNDIFFERENTIATED PLEOMORPHIC SARCOMA (UPS) 

Undifferentiated Pleomorphic Sarcoma (UPS) is one of the subtypes of STS with a highly 

variable microscopic pattern and it can again be divided into different classes. It usually 

occurs in the late adult life in patients of an age between 50 and 70 and is extremely rare 

in children. Two thirds of the UPS cases occur in men and only one third in women.  

Its clinical behavior is reflected by the grading of the tumor. High grade tumors have a 

recurrence rate between 19% and 31% with a 30% chance to be metastatic. Lower grade 

tumors usually have a lower chance of recurrence. Even though this tumor is usually 

surgically removed and the patient is subsequently treated by chemotherapy and a radi-

ation therapy, the 5-year survival rate is between 65% and 70%. Different classes of UPS 

usually have a variety of discriminating microscopic patterns which might influence sites 

in the human body where these tumors become recurrent6. 

2.1.2 MYXOFIBROSARCOMA (MFS) 

Myxofibrosarcoma (MFS) usually occurs in the extremities and is one of the most com-

mon subtypes of STS in adults. First known as myxoid variant of malignant fibrous histi-

ocytoma and representing one class of UPS, MFS is now seen as a fibrotic tumor with 

myxofibroblastic components. MFS is determined by its histological pleomorphism with 

curvilinear and vascular components. Despite the 5-year disease specific survival of 60% 

to 70% after surgical resection, 30% to 40% of this tumor are recurrent and metastasize 
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into the lung, bones and lymph nodes. Followed by radiation and extensive chemother-

apy, this type of treatment is usually palliative and in the long term leads to disease 

related death8. 

2.2 HETEROGENEOUS CELL POPULATIONS 

Human soft tissues such as fat, blood vessels, muscles and fibrous tissue are composed 

of many different cell types which contribute individually to the tissue’s specific function 

within its microenvironment. To further understand how each cell type contributes to spe-

cific conditions like certain diseases in our body it is necessary to develop techniques to 

identify not only the cellular composition of complex tissues but also the transcriptomics 

when it comes to diseases. Previously established biochemical assays to identify cellular 

mechanisms involved in transcription and translation have lost a lot of important infor-

mation regarding single cells. Initially, it was thought that cells of a certain cell type do 

not differ regarding their pheno- or genotype. Since it has been proven that there is a 

highly variable gene expression within a specific cell type, researchers now focus on 

studying heterogeneous cell populations to get novel insights into inter- and intra-cellular 

processes. The isolation of single cells in heterogeneous cell populations is therefore 

important to provide insights into single cell physiology and pathology of diseases with a 

focus on the analysis of transcriptional expression profiles. This is why the complex in-

teractions between and within various cell types in tissues can provide important new 

insights into the progression of a certain disease. 

2.3 SINGLE-CELL SEQUENCING 

The advancement in sequencing technologies makes it now possible to differentiate be-

tween intra and intercellular heterogeneity based on transcription levels. But to get an 

understanding about the complex composition of heterogeneous cellular composition of 

human tissues and meaningful differences between seemingly identical cells, novel 

methods are used to provide researchers with higher resolution data to statistically ana-

lyze sequencing results. 

Initially, it was supposed that cells of one specific cell type are pheno- and also genotyp-

ically the same. However, recent studies in the field of transcriptomic analysis have been 

able to show that cells of the same type may reveal variable gene expression. Applying 

RNA-seq to bulk RNA recovered from hundreds to millions of pooled cells, makes it 

nearly impossible to get an insight into the complex heterogeneous system of human 

tissues and meaningful differences between seemingly identical cells. A novel methods 

can now solve the aforementioned problem. Single-cell RNA-sequencing allows re-

searchers to characterize cell heterogeneity within cell populations and consequently 
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collect more and more information about the structure and the synergy within certain 

tissues. Future findings connected to this will tremendously help to understand various 

biological processes and open the door for novel medical research and development for 

disease treatments. In addition to differential gene expression levels, it is also possible 

to learn more about cell-type-specific splicing patterns, allelic expression and transcrip-

tion networks during developmental processes. Furthermore, this technique facilitates 

the study of the influence of external stimuli to single cells and the influence for the whole 

population. Bulk sequencing of cell populations averages and obscures these uniquely 

cell-type specific properties.  

The new method can also be a mighty tool to study small (several mg in size) human 

tissue samples like biopsies, which are very precious and limited in supply. Despite their 

small sizes, they still comprise tens of thousands of cells. Considering these circum-

stances, it is even more important to get as much information as possible from the little 

amount of tissue and single-cell analysis does offer this possibility. The investigation of 

a single-cell transcriptome is connected to several difficulties, starting with the separation 

of single cells from their tissue environment in clinical specimen and the optimization of 

processing to maximize viability and recovery of cells. 

The amount of RNA in a single cell corresponds to a few picograms or up to 1 million 

copies of mRNAs, limiting their access by common sequencing techniques. Therefore, 

the molecules must be also be amplified during the process. To achieve an even and 

meaningful sequencing profile it is important to minimize technical noise and errors, too. 

An elementary requirement, for a reliable and precise analysis of single-cell material re-

quires a suitable technical procedure minimizing contamination as well as material loss. 

Therefore, optimization of all parameters that lead to an increased efficiency and sensi-

tivity of the whole process and the sequencing is essential. New and improved protocols 

starting from single-cell isolation to RNA amplification and sequencing now allow more 

precise and significant results, while reducing time and cost factor for the researchers11.  

2.4 SINGLE-CELL ISOLATION METHODS 

To analyze the transcriptome of a single cell, first the cell has to be dissociated from the 

tissue of interest while preserving the integrity of the cell. It is also important that their 

dissociation process does not influence its gene expression. To achieve the separation 

of cells, different methods are available. This section provides a short overview of the 

most common methods. 

For most scRNA-seq approaches, input cells of have to be in suspension well separated 

from each other. Because cells have to be acquired from tissue samples, first the tissue 
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has to undergo a process of dissociation to disrupt the extracellular matrix that holds the 

individual cells together. This is most commonly done by an enzymatic digestion of ex-

tracellular matrix proteins by proteolytic enzymes like collagenases. Procedures typically 

also include mechanical steps for cell-cell separation. If sub-sorting into cell types prior 

to scRNA-seq is required several approaches have also been described depending on 

cell types, including flow cytometry. By using fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) 

large numbers of cells can be isolated from liquid cell suspensions. Additionally, the cells 

can be sorted for specific surface markers using magnetic beads coated with specific 

antigens.  

A FACS instrument creates tiny droplets out of a thin stream of cell suspension. These 

droplets contain either one or no cell. When the droplets then pass the laser beam inside 

the FACS machine, the fluorescence of each individual drop is measured and the drop 

with its content is sorted accordingly. Nowadays, besides the commonly used machines 

for cell sorting, there are instruments available that offer the possibility to sort single cells 

into 96-well plates while distinguishing different cell types within the sample. This possi-

bility keeps the volume of further reactions small and accurate. The sorted single cells 

or pools of cells specific of a cell type in the plate can then be used for further down-

stream applications like mRNA-sequencing. If subpopulations of a defined cell type 

should be further analyzed, this will provide researchers with the opportunity to sequence 

only the cell type of interest in order to get a closer look at the transcriptomic differ-

ences12,13. 

A disadvantage of this technique is the need for antibodies that target specific proteins, 

however, now companies offer the possibility of creating more and more new and specific 

antibodies to allow the isolation of further cell subtypes. Furthermore, it must be consid-

ered that the opportunity of sorting large amounts of cells requires large cell numbers. 

For the analysis of small samples this can be a limiting factor.  

Most recently, new microfluidic machines offer researchers combining single-cell place-

ment and single-cell sequencing in one devices. In 2013, Fluidigm introduced the first 

automated system for single-cell exome and RNA-sequencing. Cell lysis, reverse tran-

scription (RT) and PCR are performed automatically on an integrated fluidic circuit chip. 

The cells of interest must be prepared beforehand to create a single-cell suspension. 

Then the C1 system traps the cells in individual microfabricated capture sites with con-

nected reaction chambers. The capturing can be inspected under the microscope. The 

cells can also be stained and visualized inside the device using a fluorescence micro-

scope to assess cell viability. Following the capture and staining of the cell lysis, RT and 

PCR are performed automatically. After the reaction is finished, the amplified dsDNA 
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product can be recovered from the chip and further prepared for sequencing. Because 

volumes of the reaction chambers are in the nanoliter-scale, which is an advantage over 

microtiter-plate based methods requiring microliter scale. The risk of contamination is 

minimized because the whole system is closed and all reactions are prepared on the 

chip. Furthermore, the instrument enables the processing of up to 96 cells in parallel. In 

2015, Fluidigm presented its new fluidic circuit chip which is now capable of capturing up 

to 800 single cells. The small reaction volumes and automation make microfluidic de-

vices like the C1 system a suitable platform for the analysis of single cells in a parallel 

high-throughput manner14–16. 

Recently the development of further microfluidic based single-cell technologies has re-

placed the Fludigm system. With the publication of Drop-seq by Makosko et. al. in 2015, 

emulsion droplet based technologies are now available to sequence thousands of single 

cells simultaneously5. 

The oil emulsion droplet microfluidic devices combine an aqueous phase and an oil 

phase in a flow cell. Isolated single cells are loaded into a syringe and steadily pumped 

into the microfluidics chip. Simultaneously two more syringes are loaded and pumped 

steadily into the microfluidic device. One is loaded with the oil the other with solid bar-

coded beads prepared in cell lysis solution. When the three streams hit, tiny droplet are 

being built containing a single cell and a barcoded bead.  

The lysis solution lyses the cells within the droplet and release the mRNA for binding to 

the co-captured bead. A 30-nt oligo-dT sequence captures the mRNA 3’ polyA tail on the 

beads. Also, barcodes to identify single cells and unique molecular identifier (UMI) bar-

codes to distinguish the frequency of a transcript are part of the oligonucleotide coupled 

to the beads. Each bead therefore has the same cell barcode but many UMI barcodes. 

After the cells lysis and the capture of transcripts the droplets are resolved, RT-PCR 

amplified and millions of barcoded transcripts are then sequenced simultaneously5. 

Drop-seq technology requires improvement because the majority of single cells escape 

co-capture of beads and cells in one droplet. Furthermore, Drop-seq requires a long time 

to process the single cell suspension through the microfluidic device due to its low flow 

rates. The combination of both, low capture rate and low flow rate therefore make the 

experimental setup time consuming and transcriptomic chances can occur during this 

period of time. 

A new commercial device now overcame the limitations of the Drop-seq and Fluidigm 

platforms. 10X Genomics with its Chromium Single-Cell 3’ Solution provides an instru-

ment based on microfluidics to create a library of barcoded transcripts within several 
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minutes. The machine requires a small excess of cells over what it can capture and 

therefore is very useful for sequencing cell suspensions obtained from small needle bi-

opsies yielding several thousand cells. This device allows researchers to capture and 

sequence up to 10,000 single cells with an input as low as 15,000 cells4.  

3 MATERIAL 

3.1 REAGENTS 

• 10X PBS (National Diagnostics, Cat # CL-253, a solution containing 137 mM NaCl, 

2.7 mM KCl, 12 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.4) 

• BSA (NEB, Cat # B9000S, comes in a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube containing 600 µl 

BSA) 

• FBS (Storeroom, Cat # M03900, 500 ml bottles filled with heat inactivated FBS) 

• Liberase TL (Sigma Aldrich, Cat #5401020001, comes lyophilized in 2 x 5 mg, pre-

pare for 10 mg of Liberase TL 12 aliquots of 400 µl with a concentration of 2 mg/ml, 

store at -20˚C for up to one year) 

• BioRad Trypan Blue Dye, 0.4% solution (SDS), (Cat # 1450021) 

• Ambion TRIzol Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific, REF 15596018, LOT 147204) 

• Chloroform (Fisher Chemical, Cat #G298SK4, Lot 167740, 4l) 

• 2-Propanol (Fisher Chemical, Cat #A416SK4, 4l) 

• Ethanol 200 Proof (Decon Lab, Cat #2716) 

• Ultra Pure DNase/RNase-Free Distilled Water  (Invitrogen, Cat #10977-015) 

• Tris base (Fisher, Cat# BP152, Stock# 336,000, MW 121.14 g/mol) 

• Boric Acid (Fisher, Cat# A73, Stock# 10,500X, MW 61.83 g/mol) 

• Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt dihydrate (Na2EDTA.2H2O, Sigma, 

Cat# E6635, MW 372.24 g/mol) 

• SeaKem LE Agarose (Lonza, 500g, Cat #50004) 

• ChromiumTM Single Cell 3’ Library & Gel Bead Kit v2, 16 #120237 

• UltraPure™ Ethidium Bromide (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 10 mg/mL, Cat 

#15585011) 

3.2 MATERIALS 

• 15 ml Falcon Tubes (Storeroom, Cat #565488) 

• 50 ml Falcon Tubes (Stockroom, Cat #163500) 

• Falcon® 40µm Cell Strainer, Blue, Sterile, Individually Packaged, 50/Case (Cat 

#352340) 
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• BD Syringe with BD Luer-Lok Tip, 3 mL, Disposable, (Cat #309657) 

• BD Regular Bevel Needles, 100 per box, 1,000 per case, 18 G x 1 ½ in (Cat 

#305196) 

• BD Regular Bevel Needles, 100 per box, 1,000 per case, 16 G x 1 in (Cat #305197) 

• BioRad Cell Counting Slides for TC10™/TC20™ Cell Counter, Dual-Chamber, 30 

slides, 60 counts (Cat #1450011) 

3.3 EQUIPMENT 

• Eppendorf, Centrifuge 5804, Swing-bucket A-4-44 Rotor 

o Experimental settings: Use rotor arm 3 for each spin and compensate 

weight on rotor 1 

• Thermo Scientific, Precision 280-series water bath  

o Experimental settings: 37˚C 

• Zeiss, Axiovert 25 inverted microscope  

o Experimental settings: CP Achromat 10X/0.25 Ph1 objective 

3.4 PREPARATION OF SOLUTIONS AND BUFFERS 

1X PBS 

In a 500 ml glass bottle, combine 50 ml of 10X PBS and 450 ml of MilliQ water. 

Autoclave for 15 min at 121°C. Store at 25ºC. 

PBS-BSA 

Prepare a solution containing 0,04% BSA in 1X PBS. Take a 15 ml falcon tube 

and add 0.2 ml of BSA to 9.8 ml of 1X PBS. PBS-BSA can be prepared at the 

beginning of the day when stored on ice or at 4˚C. 

Enzyme digestion mix 

Use 200 µl of Liberase TL aliquots with a concentration of 2 mg/ml and mix it with 

1800 µl of 10X PBS in a 15 ml falcon tube. Just prepare the enzyme digestion 

mix right before starting the dissociation. 

1M Tris Base 

In a 1000 ml glass bottle equipped with a magnetic stir bar, weigh out 121.1 g of 

Tris base. Add approx. 800 ml MilliQ water and dissolve powder. 

Transfer solution to 1000 ml graduated cylinder, fill up to 1000 ml with MilliQ water 

and return solution to 1000 ml bottle. 

Store at 25ºC. 
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10X TBE Buffer 

In an 8 l plastic bottle (carboy), combine:  

Table 1: Composition of 10X TBE Buffer 

Reagent or solution Final concentration (M) Mass (g) 

Tris Base 0.45 377.3  

Boric Acid 0.45 192.6 

Na2EDTA.2H2O 0.01 26.1 

Fill up to 7 l with MilliQ water (see 7 l mark on carboy) and shake vigorously. 

Store at 25ºC. 

NOTE: 1X TBE is actually 0.5X TBE buffer, we prepare 10X TBE stock buffer is 

actually 5X TBE stock buffer, because 10X TBE precipitates at room tempera-

ture. 

4 METHODS 

The following methods include the handling of human tissue samples. The institutional 

review boards of the Rockefeller University and of the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer 

Center approved collection and processing of tumor samples. 

Experiments included the handling of cell culture and cell isolation of human tissue and 

were therefore performed in a sterile biological safety cabinet and adequate sterile work-

ing techniques were applied including cleaning the work surface with 70% ethanol before 

and after each use. 

For the centrifugation of cell culture material, the work was carried out on the Eppendorf 

centrifuge 5804 in the dedicated cell culture room using swing-bucket rotor A-4-44. The 

Precision 280-series water bath was utilized with a constant setting of 37°C and the Ax-

iovert 25 inverted microscope was used with an CP Achromat 10X/0.25 Ph1 objective.  

All the cell culture experiments were performed in the tissue culture room under the hood. 

The 10X Chromium Single Cell 3’ Solution device at the Weill Cornell Medical’s Epige-

nomics core facility was used. cDNA libraries were also sequenced by this core facility. 
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4.1 TISSUE DISSOCIATION AND SINGLE CELL SUSPENSION 

Freshly resected tissue samples were transferred from Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer 

Center (MSKCC) to Rockefeller University (RU). These pieces of tissue were stored in 

PBS solution on ice during the transfer. Once the samples were transferred, pieces were 

rinsed with PBS three times to remove remaining blood and weighed.  

For cell dissociation, 0.1-0.2 g of tissue was used, while any remaining tissue was sliced 

into similar size pieces, minced and cryopreserved in 1 ml of CryoStore CS10 solution. 

The cryovials were then stored at -80°C for potential follow up studies. For long time 

storage, the Cyrovials should be transferred into liquid nitrogen. Before proceeding with 

the enzymatic digestion, the digestion mix was prepared. In 2 ml digestion mix, 200 µl of 

Liberase TL at a concentration of 2 mg/ml was mixed with 1800 µl of PBS in a 15 ml 

falcon tube.  

The piece of tissue for dissociation was first cut with a scalpel into as small pieces as 

possible. These pieces were then combined with the 2 ml digestion mix in a 15 ml falcon 

tube and the tube was inverted two to three times for proper dispersion of the small 

pieces. The tube was then transferred into a 37°C water bath and incubated for 15 min. 

Thereafter, a 3 ml syringe with a 16-gauge needle was used to gently disaggregate the 

tissue pieces by gently filling the syringe with the needle on and releasing its content 

through the needle three times so that mechanical pressure degraded the tissue. The 

suspension was then incubated another 15 min at 37°C to repeat the above procedure 

using an 18-gauge needle followed by the last 15 min incubation period at 37°C. The 

digestion was then stopped by an addition of 2 ml of FBS to the cell suspension and was 

immediately filtered through a 40 µm cell strainer placed over a 50 ml falcon tube to 

remove any remaining tissue fragments and to collect the cell suspension. After discard-

ing the cell strainer and its retained content, the flow through was transferred to a new 

15 ml falcon tube. At this point, the degree of dissociation was studied microscopically, 

for which 10 µl of cell suspension were transferred on a counting slide and examined 

under the microscope. Cell counts were also obtained on a BioRad TC20 cell counter 

after adding 10 µl trypan blue dye to the counting slide to stain dead cells. The tube with 

the cell suspension was then centrifuged for 5 minutes at 300 g. Following, the superna-

tant was removed and cells were resuspended in 2 ml PBS-BSA. PBS-BSA was pre-

pared before the experiment by adding 0.2 ml of BSA to 9.8 ml 1x PBS. The cell suspen-

sion was filtered again through a 40 µm cell strainer on a 50 ml tube, transferred into a 

new 15 ml falcon tube, visualized under the microscope and counted with trypan blue. 

10 µl Trypan Blue was mixed with 10 µl of the cell suspension to dye the dead cells.  

Counts were kept for the record. The cell suspension was then centrifuged at 220xg for 
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3 min, the supernatant was discarded and the cell pellet was resuspended in 1 ml of 

PBS-BSA. This step was required to get rid of the debris, which stays in the discarded 

supernatant. After the visualization under the microscope and the counting the cells, it 

was decided whether the quality and the viability of the cells were sufficient enough to 

prepare an Eppendorf tube with the final cell count for further processing. If there was 

too much debris observed under the microscope, an additional centrifugation step at 

220xg for 3 min would be required. The evaluation of the cell suspension and the viability 

was made individually for each sample and was comparable for each experiment. If the 

cell suspension reaches quality standards regarding debris and viability, an Eppendorf 

tube is prepared with a concentration of 1000 cells/µl for submission to the Weill Cornell 

Epigenomics core facility for scRNA-seq. 

4.2 SINGLE-CELL SEQUENCING WITH 10X CHROMIUM 

The 10X Genomics Chromium Single Cell 3’ Solution is a commercially available micro-

fluidic device, allowing to generate nanoscale droplets for the generation of specifically 

tagged mRNA from a single cell. In combination with the Chromium Single Cell 3’ Rea-

gent Kit v2, all the necessary reagents to generate a cDNA library for next generation 3’ 

paired end polyA sequencing are present. Since 10X offers a fully commercial system, 

the exact primer and adapter sequences are not available. In this section, a short over-

view will be given to understand the basics of this procedure17.  

4.2.1 PRINCIPLE OF BARCODE GENERATION ON BEADS 

The first-time barcoding of cellular transcriptomes in droplets was introduced in 2015 by 

Macosko et. al. to not only allow for the differentiation between transcripts from single 

cells but also to count copynumber or abundance of transcripts. This method is now used 

in commercial products, too. Because 10X Genomics is not providing any reference of 

how they generate their barcodes, I refer to the previously mentioned publication. 

 

Figure 1: Principle of barcoding5: B. overview of barcode assembly on the bead. C. Principle of split and 

pool synthesis for the generation of the cellular barcode. D. Principle of random synthesis for the genera-

tion of the molecular barcode (UMI) 

As shown in figure 1B, the bead is generally barcoded with a unique nucleotide sequence 

introduced using split bead synthesis. To allow PCR amplification all the beads share a 
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common sequence. The cellular barcode is the same on every bead. It is followed by a 

unique molecular identifier (UMI) to count each transcript and at last a 30-nt oligo-dT for 

the capture of mRNAs. 

In figure 1C, the synthesis of the cellular barcode is explained. To allow for differentiation 

between cells, each barcode goes through 12 rounds of split and pool synthesis. The 

beads are split in four groups according to the 4 nucleotides, then go through a round of 

synthesis with one of the four bases, are pooled and then split again. This means that 

12 rounds of this synthesis method will create 16,777,216 uniquely beads. 

As shown in figure 1 D, the UMI is created by random synthesis. After creating the cel-

lular barcode, each bead needs a unique barcode to differentiate between the captured 

transcripts from one cell. This UMI barcode is generated by eight rounds of coupling a 

mixture of all 4 nucleotides to the combined beads before or after split-bead synthesis. 

This will create 65,536 unique molecular barcodes5.  

4.2.2 10X CHROMIUM WORKFLOW 

With the Chromium Single Cell 3’ Solution scientists are able to generate libraries for 

Illumina sequencing and require 10X Gel Beads that are included in a reagent Kit. As 

described in 4.2.1, each bead has specific barcodes. In figure 2 one can see the sche-

matics of a 10X barcoded gel bead. 

 

Figure 2: 10X gel bead schematics18 

In single use microfluidic chips, gel beads, the oil and the single cell suspension are 

processed in 8 channels in parallel. Each channel can process up to 6000 cells, but the 

doublet rate of cells within one droplet is around 5.7 % if cell counts reach the limit of 

6000 cells. This chip can process cells up to 30 µm in diameter. The whole droplet gen-

eration within the chip takes about 110 min run time. The chips are commercially availa-

ble through 10X Genomics and are shown in figure 3. 
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Figure 3: 10X Chromium microfluidics chip17 

Inside the microfluidic device, cells, oil and barcoded beads are pumped through the 

channels and create nanodroplets, each containing a cell and a barcoded bead. Figure 

4 shows a schematic of microfluidic droplet generation. 

 

Figure 4: Droplet generation in microfluidic chip17 

Once a cell and a bead are co-captured, the gel beads dissolve and the generated oligo 

primers are released into the aqueous phase. Because the beads come within a mas-

termix of components containing lysis solution, cells inside the droplets lyse and release 

the mRNAs. While incubating the droplets, RT takes place inside the droplets generating 

the barcoded cDNA from each barcoded polyA-containing mRNA . The RT reaction is 

possible because of several components within the mastermix. Primed by the gel beads 

barcode oligo, RT also performs a template switch to an additionally provided oligonu-

cleotide adding a primer sequence to the cDNA 3’ end. In figure 5 the molecular reaction 

inside the droplets is explained in detail. 
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Figure 5: Reaction workflow inside the droplets18 

After the droplets are broken, the cDNA of every cell will be pooled and amplified in a 

bulk PCR reaction. Followed by fragmentation and size selection for the optimized gen-

eration of the sequencing libraries, the cDNA is further processed. While constructing 

the libraries, read 2 is added through the ligation of adapters. In the sample index PCR 

reaction Illumina P5 and P7 sequences are added. The finished construct is then com-

posed of a P5 and a P7 region, and the reads 1 and 2 that are used in Illumina bridge 

amplification in sequencing. Read 1 and 2 refers normally to forward (mRNA) and re-

verse strand (cDNA) sequencing, The reads contain the important fragments for down-

stream analysis, namely the cellular barcode, the UMI and the cDNA sequence. In figure 

6 a short overview is given about the reaction schematics in bulk17,18. 
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Figure 6: Processing of full length cDNA for the generation of the sequencing library18 

Subsequently, the finished libraries were sequenced on an Illumina High Seq 2500 by 

100 bp paired-end sequencing at the Epigenetics Core Facility at Weill Cornell. Sequenc-

ing files were exchanged using PubShare. 

4.3 BIOINFORMATIC ANALYSIS OF SINGLE-CELL SEQUENCING DATA 

For the generation of a gene expression matrix several steps of bioinformatic analysis 

were necessary. The demultiplexed FASTQ files, downloaded from the Weill Cornell data 

sharing platform PubShare, were processed on UNIX based programs. All the used pro-

grams were freeware and were available online, some were specifically developed for 

the analysis of single cell data by the McCaroll lab and adapted in the Tuschl lab for the 

use to analyze 10X Chromium data. Detailed steps will be explained in this chapter. 

Exemplary commands will be explained for a deeper understanding. In the appendix, the 

analysis pipeline used in this thesis will be attached. 

Before starting the analysis, a human reference STAR genome for the alignment had to 

be created. Therefore, we downloaded the genome reference files from the UCSC 

server. The newest available version of the human genome was hg38. This version was 

used for alignments for each sample. For the generation of the genome reference, STAR 

offers its own line of command. 
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First, demultiplexed FASTQ files were compressed for further analysis using the picard 

tool, which provides its own command line to facilitate creation of a BAM file, which was 

needed to continue the analysis. Up to this point, we only had had reads without any 

information about the cell of origin for the transcript or the frequency of the transcript. 

The next step was crucial to pair reads with cells. 

Within the Drop-seq data tools, a command line exists which tags the cellular and the 

molecular barcode of each read.  The Drop-seq tool TagBamWithReadSequenceExtend 

created a BAM tag. The usage of the TAG_NAME command extension allowed us to tag 

cell barcodes with XC and molecular barcodes (UMI’s) with XM. This command was run 

once for each barcode. The barcodes could then be separated by the command exten-

sion BASE_RANGE where it extracted the cell barcode. From bases 1-16 the molecular 

barcode and starting bases 17-26 the molecular barcode in each read was tagged. With 

BASE_QUALITY we could set a minimum quality and whenever bases fell below the 

NUM_BASES_BELOW_QUALITY the read pair were discarded. All these parameters 

were set individually. For the analysis of our data we used a base quality of 10. 

The tool FilterBAM filtered the BAM file by various qualities to produce a new subset of 

the BAM file containing the reads of interest. Low quality cell or molecular barcodes 

reads were removed. In the prior run, a XQ tag was added to the reads below the 

BASE_QUALITY threshold. These reads were filtered and removed. Now Poly-A tails 

needed to be trimmed. The Drop-seq tool PolyATrimmer searched for a stretch of at least 

6 A’s. By allowing 1 mismatch, sequencing errors could also be excluded. Before the 

alignment, the BAM file needed to be converted back to a FASTQ file. For this conver-

sion, we used the picard tools SamToFastq. For the alignment, our previously generated 

reference genome that includes all the annotations was used. Several options could be 

found in the STAR manual19 for the alignment. STAR generated several output files that 

include mapping information. In our approach, we allowed 3 mismatches. 

With SortSam, the aligned output file from STAR was sorted by query name. Also, it 

generated a compressed BAM file instead of the STAR outputs SAM file. The sorted 

BAM file was now merged with the unaligned file and tagged with the barcodes. 

MergeBamAlignment made it possible to only get the best alignments instead of referring 

single reads to multiple locations in the genome. To tag the reads that overlap with the 

exon of a gene, TagReadWithGeneExon added a GE tag to these overlapping regions. 

The tag included the expressed gene’s name, as reported in the annotation file. This was 

used for the generation of the digital expression matrix. 
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To choose how many cells were to be extracted from the generated file, the reads per 

cell were extracted and plotted in a cumulative distribution plot, to select the “knee” of 

the distribution. To do this we had to extract this information by using the BAMTagHisto-

gram tool to get the number of reads per cell. R-Studio was used with a simple line of 

command to use this input file for the generation of this cumulative distribution plot. It 

generated a plot showing the cell barcodes sorted by the number of reads at the x-axis 

and the cumulative fraction of reads at the y-axis. In figure 7 an example of Drop-seq 

data from the Tuschl lab is shown. The right side of the infliction point represents empty 

beads that have been exposed to ambient RNA. These barcodes can be discarded and 

in this example 1600 cells are selected to generate the digital expression matrix. 

 

Figure 7: Cumulative distribution plot of P7 mouse testis Drop-seq data 

To digitally count gene transcripts, a list of UMIs in each gene, within each cell, was 

assembled, and UMIs within edit distance = 1 were merged together. The total number 

of unique UMI sequences was counted, and this number was reported as the number of 

transcripts of that gene for a given cell. In figure 8 you will find an overview about digital 

gene expression extraction. 

~1600 
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Figure 8: Overview showing digital gene expression extraction5 

To generate a digital gene expression matrix, the Drop-seq tool DigitalExpression was 

used. As an input, the aligned BAM file was used, which had been generated earlier in 

our workflow. Both the primary output and the output summary provided defined infor-

mation. The primary output displayed a gene in each row and a cell in each column. The 

summary reported total number of genes and transcripts detected per cell20. 

4.4 STATISTICAL APPROACH TO STUDY SINGLE-CELL SEQUENCING DATA 

After a gene expression matrix was generated, statistical analysis was necessary to de-

termine differences in expression levels to study heterogenous cell populations. With the 

freeware R-Studio the data was further studied and analyzed. The Satija Lab’s Searut 

package, developed for the analysis of single-cell sequencing data, was uploaded to the 

R-Studios environment. In this chapter, the important steps in the statistical analysis will 

be explained to provide an understanding for the generated results. 

R-Studio is a freeware, which is used for statistical analysis. For the analysis of specific 

datasets R-Studio provides the environment to use packages from different developers. 

Searut5 is a special package designed for single-cell data analysis which provides ac-

cess to a variety of differential expression analyses. Its command lines are designed to 

set cut-offs and parameters needed for the generation of figures and tables.  

 

4.4.1 QUALITY CONTROL AND NORMALIZATION FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS 

For the normalization of the data a command in the Searut package was used to nor-

malize the gene expression for each cell by the total expression. This expression was 

then multiplied by 10,000 and log-transforms the data. 

Due to biological and technical variation, it was necessary to establish a variety of quality 

control parameters so that every data set was comparable and possible errors were de-

tected and eliminated. A minimum of 3 cells needed to express each gene to keep this 
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gene in for downstream analysis. Each cell needed a minimum of 200 genes to be ex-

pressed to be called a cell. At this stage, the visualization of gene and molecule counts 

helped to illustrate their relationship and to determine possible doublets of cells. These 

doublets were generated, if two cells are captured within a single droplet and can be 

detected whenever the gene count is too high. Therefore, a cut-off was set that excludes 

possible doublets. Even though this method did not assure that all doublets had been 

removed, the data was of better quality for downstream analysis. The removal of mito-

chondrial and housekeeping genes can also be of special interest, since cell populations, 

which have a high expression of these genes, will form a separate cluster. In our analy-

sis, we removed mitochondrial as well as housekeeping genes. Detailed information can 

be found in the attached R-script in the appendix.  

Unwanted sources of variation can affect the downstream dimensionality reduction and 

clustering of the cells. Biological source variation like cell cycle stages or technical noise 

and batch effects can transform the data in an unwanted manner. In this matter, basic 

linear models were constructed by Searut command lines that predicted gene expres-

sion. If cells with an unregular number of molecules are detected, it is most likely to be 

because of an unwanted source of variation. Therefore, this source was regressed out 

to provide high quality data for downstream dimensional reduction. 

For the detection of variable genes in single cells, Searut uses the values for highly var-

iable genes and creates a plot by calculating the average expression and dispersion for 

each gene. By placing these genes into bins and calculating z-scores, the dispersion can 

be displayed. This is necessary to control the connection between variability and the 

average expression. To set these parameters, each sample had to be examined individ-

ually regarding their heterogeneity. In this approach, we identified about 2000 variable 

genes. 

4.4.2 DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION BY PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS 

Principle component analysis (PCA) was performed on the scaled data. This function 

within Searut scored each gene based on the correlation of the calculated components 

and created a set of uncorrelated linear variables that were called principle components. 

For the identification of genetic markers with a strong correlation with cellular heteroge-

neity this method is typically the first choice. In Searut several functions are available to 

visualize each cells and genes that define the PCAs.  

Not only technical noise and batch variations in some of the genes are necessary to be 

overcome even in PCA, but also each PC represents a gene which again represents 

information for a correlated gene set. Therefore, it is of upmost importance to evaluate 
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the number of PCs during downstream analysis. In this analysis, we focused on the 

standard derivation of each PC by plotting them. We used a cut-off when there was a 

clear separation between PCs in the graph. Since the selection of PCs was crucial for 

the detection of the true dimensionality of the dataset, every selection had to be reviewed 

by looking into the following generated Heatmaps. If the Heatmaps remained in a clear 

structure with pure signals, the selection of PCs had been clearly a good choice. Only 

small numbers of PCs can affect the quality of the data significantly and therefore a close 

observation of variable numbers of PCs is always suggested21. 

4.4.3 CLUSTERING OF CELLS AND NON-LINEAR DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION (TSNE) 

In this approach Searut uses the information from the principle component analysis to 

cluster cells with a similar gene expression close to each other. By applying the smart 

local moving algorithm, cells are grouped iteratively to optimize the standard modularity 

function. In Searut it is possible to set the granularity to define the number of resulting 

clusters.  

A powerful tool to visualize and explore new datasets is the so called tSNE. With this 

non-linear dimensional reduction, cells with similar local neighborhoods cluster in a low-

dimensional space. As a result, the visualization of clustered cells can help to provide 

information on proportions of cells within each cluster and to see transcriptional differ-

ences and similarities in a graph. This is a powerful tool to get an overall insight into the 

high variable expression between clusters. As an input for this non-linear dimensional 

reduction previous generated PCs were used. This tSNE plot can also give a great over-

view about whenever patients’ data have been merged. By changing cluster identities, 

cells contributed by each patient showed up in a different colour21–23. 

4.4.4 DIFFERENTIALLY EXPRESSED GENES AND BIOMARKERS 

Until now we had only visualized differential gene expression. To get a list of genes de-

fining the gene expression of specific clusters, positive and negative markers of each 

cluster were compared to every other cell in this approach. The Searut function to do so 

also provides users with the possibility to compare markers between clusters to provide 

detailed information on their transcriptional differences. A different function allows to set 

a threshold for genes that are detected at a minimum percentage. This was helpful to 

reduce computing time for large datasets. 

The visualization of these markers is helpful when it comes to the comparison of the 

clusters. One tool to do so is the violin plot. This plot shows the density in different gene 

expression levels of genes within each cluster. Marker genes, specific for one cluster, 

showed strong affiliation for this particular cluster. Feature plots showed the expression 
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of specific genes in each cell in a tSNE setting. This could help to highlight the specificity 

of the gene and even the quality of the clustering. In an UMI approach this was helpful 

to validate the distribution of UMIs across different clusters. At last, Heatmaps were used 

to examine heterogeneity within and between the clusters. A number of cluster specific 

markers were chosen to be plotted. 

All these tools helped us to define the samples’ heterogeneity and biomarker expres-

sions. By reviewing these biomarkers, cell types could be assigned to clusters. The het-

erogeneity within a sample could be explored and new cell types were discovered22.  

5 RESULTS 

The scope of this project was to characterize the tumor environment of surgically re-

sected soft tissue sarcoma tumors, to get an insight into cell-cell interactions, to study 

the inflammatory immune infiltrate and to reveal the inra-tumor heterogeneity that defines 

the treatment response. By analyzing the gene expression in this samples, the obtained 

information can be used to get a better understanding of pathological processes.  

To achieve this goal, cells were isolated from surgically resected soft tissue sarcomas 

and the obtained cells were used for single-cell analysis using 10X Genomics Chromium. 

With the obtained information, several analyses could be done to identify the tumor’s 

characteristics. 

5.1 DISSOCIATION OF SURGICALLY RESECTED SOFT TISSUE SARCOMA TUMORS 

De-identified human samples were obtained by surgical resection of the tumors. After 

the assessment by a pathologist, a viable part of the tumor was transferred for single-

cell isolation to the Rockefeller University. All the samples were collected at the Memorial 

Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in collaboration with Dr. Samuel Singer and Dr. Christina 

Antonescu.  

For this project six samples were collected from recent cases. Three samples were iden-

tified as Myxofirbosarcomas and three samples as Undifferentiated Pleomorphic Sarco-

mas. 

5.1.1 SINGLE CELL SUSPENSION OF MYXOFIBROSARCOMA SAMPLES 

Myxofibrosarcoma samples were received approximately one hour after the surgical re-

section. The pieces of tissue were transported on ice in a 1x PBS solution. The sizes of 

the tissue pieces differed because the pathologist needed to cut two pieces of viable 

tissue out of the resected tumor that are possibly located next to each other, one for the 
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single cell analysis and the other one for Haematoxylin and Eosin staining and Immuno-

histochemistry. Tissue dissociation was performed as described in section 4.1 to gener-

ate a single-cell suspension. For the dissociation pieces between 0.1 g and 0.2 g were 

used. The difference was due to the quality of the received samples. Great differences 

could be observed when it came to lipid content and viable sections. In figure 9 and figure 

10 pictures of Myxofibrosarcoma_1, and Myxofibrosarcoma_3 are shown to display the 

differences in tissue quality. In figure 11 the piece of Myxofibrosarcoma_1 used for dis-

sociation is shown.  

 

Figure 9: Whole piece of MFS_3 sample with high lipid content 

 

Figure 10: Whole piece of MFS_1 sample, very viable section without high lipid contents 

 

Figure 11: Piece of MFS_1 sample used for the dissociation 
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An average of 3.200.000 cells were obtained from each sample after preparation. The 

viability counts with trypan blue were between 50 % and 70 %. The cell suspensions 

were than applied to the 10X Chromium single-cell system as described in chapter 4.2. 

5.1.2 SINGLE CELL SUSPENSION OF UNDIFFERENTIATED PLEOMORPHIC SARCOMAS  

As previously described Undifferentiated Pleomorphic Sarcoma samples were also ob-

tained directly after surgical restriction and arrived at the Rockefeller University within 

one hour to start the dissociation workflow. Tissue section showed different characteris-

tics for this type of tumor and even necrotic parts were transferred. These necrotic parts 

were cut out and were not further used. The pathologist kept a part at Memorial Sloan 

Kettering Cancer Center to perform Haematoxylin and Eosin staining and Immunohisto-

chemical analysis. For the single-cell suspension pieces of tissue weighing around 0.1 g 

and 0.2 g were dissociated. To give an example of differences in sample quality, figure 

12 shows Undifferentiated Pleomorphic Sarcoma_3 with necrotic and lipid features. In 

figure 13 Undifferentiated Pleomorphic Sarcoma_1 is displayed, a highly viable section 

without necrotic or lipid features. In figure 14 an example of a piece for dissociation is 

shown. 

 

Figure 12: Whole piece of UPS_3 showing high lipid content and necrotic features 

 

Figure 13: Whole piece of UPS_1, highly viable section 
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Figure 14: Pieces of UPS_1 used for dissociation, red circled piece is used for single-cell approach 

Around 3.000.000 cells were obtained for each sample after going through the dissocia-

tion procedure. The viability was measured by using trypan blue. An average of 42 % of 

the cells remained viable. The single-cell suspension of each sample was then submitted 

for the 10X Chromium application. 

5.2 GENERATION OF BARCODED SINGLE-CELL LIBRARIES AND SEQUENCING 

After the dissociation of the tissue, the samples were transferred to the Epigenomics 

Core Facility at Weill Cornell Medical. The samples were processed by a technician and 

sequenced as requested. The cell suspensions for all six samples did not clock the mi-

crofluidics device which is a sign for a high quality single-cell suspension. The generation 

of the libraries and the sequencing was done as described in 4.3. The demultiplexed files 

were then downloaded and analyzed with the Tuschl Labs in-house approach. 

5.3 BIOINFORMATICS 

All the steps required for the generation of a gene expression matrix based on UMI 

counts were explained in the chapter 4.3. The specific output of our analysis pipeline will 

be explained in this chapter. Quality parameters were important to prevent batch varia-

tion and to get rid of possible technical or biological errors. 

5.3.1 ALIGNMENT OF SINGLE-CELL RNA-SEQ MYXOFIBROSARCOMA SAMPLES 

In the following figures, the alignment reports for the Myxofibrosarcoma samples are 

displayed. All the alignments show that the sequencing data was of good quality and 

every time approximately 80 % of the reads were mapped uniquely to the hg38 genome. 

For the alignments STAR aligner was used for each sample. The read alignment report 

was generated as an output summary file. 
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Figure 15: Alignment report MFS_1 

 

Figure 16: Alignment report MFS_2 
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Mapped unique (227,223,796)
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Unmapped short (11,060,424)

Unmapped other (11,365,348)

Mapped to too many loci, > 10, (1,829,544)
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MFS_2 read alignment report
(Total reads =  280,215,348) 

Mapped unique (229,916,693)

Mapped multi, < 10, (24,658,951)

Unmapped short (10,732,248)

Unmapped other (12,805,841)

Mapped to too many loci, > 10, (2,101,615)
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Figure 17: Alignment report MFS_3 

5.3.2 ALIGNMENT OF SINGLE-CELL RNA-SEQ UNDIFFERENTIATED PLEOMORPHIC SAR-

COMA SAMPLES 

The data acquired for the UPS samples were aligned with STAR aligner after going 

through the steps of analysis that were previously described in 4.3. For the alignment, 

the hg38 genome was used as a reference. The UPS samples almost mapped uniquely 

with 80 % efficiency. The read alignment reports for each sample are shown in the figures 

below. 

 

Figure 18: Alignment report UPS_1 
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4%

3%
1%

MFS_3 read alignment report
(Total reads =  304,003,558) 

Mapped unique (249.643.815)

Mapped multi, < 10, (30,009,056)

Unmapped short (12,048,664)

Unmapped other (10,500,354)

Mapped to too many loci, > 10, (1,801,669)

78%

9%

7%
5%

1%

UPS_1 read alignment report
(Total reads =  218,589,878) 

Mapped unique (169,625,745)

Mapped multi, < 10, (18,820,588)

Unmapped short (16,525,395)

Unmapped other (11,738,276)

Mapped to too many loci, > 10, (1,879,873)
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Figure 19: Alignment report UPS_2 

 

Figure 20: Alignment report UPS_3 

5.3.3 CELL SELECTION BY PLOTTING THE CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF READS 

As described in chapter 4.3 the selection of the number of cells going into the down-

stream analysis was selected by plotting the cumulative distribution of reads. The cut off 

was set when the reads reach a plateau and the remaining barcodes therefore did not 

have valuable information but existed because of biological or technical errors. Free 

floating RNA was captured by these barcodes and the cut off was used to consider only 

cellular barcodes with a real cell captured.  

 

77%

9%

8%
5%

1%

UPS_2 read alignment report
(Total reads =  219,557,738 ) 

Mapped unique (169,849,866)

Mapped multi, < 10, (18,925,877)

Unmapped short (17,279,194)

Unmapped other (11,680,472)

Mapped too many loci, > 10, (1,822,329)

79%

12%

4%
4% 1%

UPS_3 read alignment report
(Total reads =  285,952,965) 

Mapped unique (226,846,487)

Mapped multi, < 10, (35,629,739)

Unmapped short (10,151,330)

Unmapped other (11,123,570)

Mapped to too many loci, > 10, (2,201,838)
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5.3.4 CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF MYXOFIBROSARCOMA SINGLE-CELL SEQUENCING 

DATA 

After the sequencing and the alignment of all samples, the selection of the number of 

cells that would be considered for downstream analysis was crucial. In figures 21, 22 

and 23 the cumulative distribution of reads for the cellular barcodes is shown. For 

MFS_1, 3000 cells passed the cut-off in MFS_2 6500 cells were selected and in MFS_3 

a total of 7000 cells was used for downstream analysis. 

 

Figure 21: Cumulative expression plot of MFS_1 
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Figure 22: Cumulative expression plot of MFS_2 

 

Figure 23: Cumulative expression plot of MFS_3 
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5.3.5 CUMULATIVE EXPRESSION OF UNDIFFERENTIATED PLEOMORPHIC SARCOMA SIN-

GLE-CELL SEQUENCING DATA 

For the selection of the cellular barcodes to continue with downstream analysis, the cu-

mulative expression of the three UPS samples were plotted and cells were selected re-

garding the mentioned cut-off. In figures 24, 25, and 26 these plots are shown for UPS_1, 

UPS_2 and UPS_3. 

 

Figure 24: Cumulative expression plot of UPS_1 
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Figure 25: Cumulative expression plot of UPS_2 

 

Figure 26: Cumulative expression plot of UPS_3 
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5.3.6 DIGITAL GENE EXPRESSION 

To generate the digital gene expression matrix, the unique molecular identifiers (UMIs) 

were counted. This process was needed to generate the matrix. Each UMI was consid-

ered to be one specific transcript captured. Since the barcodes on the beads consisted 

of both of the UMI and the cellular barcode, each transcript could be assigned to a spe-

cific cell. In table 2 a section of the generated digital gene expression matrix for UPS_1 

is shown. For each cellular barcode the counted number of UMIs was assigned to a cell. 

Table 2: Section of gene expression matrix of UPS_1 samples. On the left the names of the genes are dis-

played and on the top the cellular barcodes are shown. Each number represents the number of UMIs 

counted for the specific gene and cell. 

 

5.4 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SINGLE-CELL RNA-SEQUENCING DATA 

In this chapter, the data for all the UPS samples and the data for all the MFS samples 

will be shown. The Digital expression matrixes were merged and analyzed together. All 

the samples had been analyzed on an individual basis in the same manner before. In 

the discussion, the focus will be set on the research question of the thesis and the ana-

lyzed results of each sample will be shown. 

5.4.1 ANALYSIS OF MERGED SOFT TISSUE SARCOMA DATA 

For the statistical analysis of the MFS data, the three generated gene expression ma-

trixes were merged before running them through the analysis pipeline. Each sample was 

labelled separately in the analysis, so that the contribution of cells of each sample could 

be observed during this process. 

The data for all the MFS samples was further processed and normalized and cut-offs 

were set to guarantee the quality for downstream analysis. As mentioned in 4.4.1, data 
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was first log normalized and cut-offs were set to assure that each cell has a minimum of 

100 genes and each detected gene must at least be expressed in three cells. After set-

ting these cut-offs, 16331 cells for MFS and 9686 cells for UPS passed and were con-

sidered in the downstream analysis. Genes interfering with the principal component anal-

ysis and the following clustering were also removed. These genes are RPS, RPL, RBP, 

HLA, MALAT1 and mitochondrial genes. A separated analysis was made including the 

mitochondrial genes. These genes are believed to be an indicator for cellular quality and 

viability. Although these genes are important, the downstream analysis was done sepa-

rately since mitochondrial genes were expressed highly in a number of cells and formed 

a separate unspecific cluster.  

5.4.2 REGRESS OUT UNWANTED SOURCES OF VARIATION IN MFS SAMPLES 

Before we plotted the most variable genes, we needed to regress out unwanted sources 

of variation. To avoid including cells that had too many genes captured and were con-

sidered to be doublets we needed to regress these out of our dataset. Therefore, we 

plotted the number of genes over the number of UMIs and regressed out the highest 

values of genes that did not fit in the graph. The p-value for this graph had to improve by 

regressing out these technical or biological errors. In figure 27 A the plot is shown before 

regressing out the cells. In figure 27 B a cut-off of 6000 genes was set and the p value 

has increased to 0.95. 

 

Figure 27: GenePlot of MFS samples. A before setting a cut-off. B after regressing out the unwanted cells 

with a cut-off of 6000 genes. 
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5.4.3 REGRESS OUT UNWANTED SOURCES OF VARIATION IN UPS SAMPLES 

As mentioned in 5.5.2 unwanted sources of variation could occur due to biological fea-

tures like proliferating cells or technical errors like doublets of cells captures in a droplet. 

This variation was not to be considered in the downstream analysis and was regressed 

out. Therefore, we regressed out all cells that displayed more than 6000 genes. In figure 

28 A the GenePlot is shown without any cut-off set and in figure 28 B the figure with a 

cut-off of 6000 genes is displayed. Hence, the p-value has improved. 

 

Figure 28: GenePlot of UPS samples. A before setting a cut-off. B after regressing out the unwanted cells 

with a cut-off of 6000 genes. 

5.4.4 DETECTION OF VARIABLE GENES IN MFS SAMPLES 

The most variable genes were plotted and we identified around 2000 variable genes. 

This value was considered to be typical for data acquired by counting UMIs. In figure 29 

the MeanVar plot shows the most variable genes considered in the downstream analysis. 
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Figure 29: MeanVar plot of MFS samples showing the most variable genes considered for downstream 

analysis. 

5.4.5 DETECTION OF VARIABLE GENES IN UPS SAMPLES 

In the UPS single-cell data the most variable genes were plotted and we identified ap-

proximately 2000 of these genes. We considered this number to be the average and 

proceeded with the downstream analysis. In figure 30 the MeanVar plot is displayed, 

showing the most variable genes. 
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Figure 30: MeanVar plot of UPS samples showing the most variable genes considered for downstream 

analysis. 

5.4.6 PRINCIPLE COMPONENT ANALYSIS AND SELECTION OF PRINCIPLE COMPONENTS FOR 

DOWNSTREAM ANALYSIS OF MFS SAMPLES 

Now linear dimensional reduction had been performed. To determine the statistical sig-

nificance of principle components (PC), an ElbowPlot was created that displayed the 

standard derivation of the principle components. In figure 31 this plot is shown. Since 

there was no clear elbow in the graph, a JackStrawPlot was generated, too. The com-

parison of the p-values for each PC with a uniform distribution of genes was displayed 

in these plots. Since there had been no clear cut-off the number of PCs for downstream 

analysis was set to 30. 
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Figure 31: PCElbow plot of MFS samples showing no clear cut-off for the selection of significant PCs 

5.4.7 PRINCIPLE COMPONENT ANALYSIS AND SELECTION OF PRINCIPLE COMPONENTS FOR 

DOWNSTREAM ANALYSIS OF UPS SAMPLES 

After linear dimensional reduction had been performed, each test was considered to de-

termine the number of statistical significant PCs. The JackStrawPlot was not informative 

regarding p-values and the PCElbow plot did not show a significant drop. Therefore, 

different numbers of PCs were tested in the downstream analysis and 30 PCs showed 

the most promising results and the clearest data. In figure 32 the PCElbow plot is dis-

played, showing the standard derivation of each PC. 
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Figure 32: PCElbow plot of UPS samples showing no clear cut-off for the selection of significant PCs. 

5.4.8 DEFINING THE INTRA-TUMOR HETEROGENEITY OF MFS SAMPLES 

To study intra-tumor heterogeneity, non-linear dimensional reduction was performed to 

cluster the cells based on the principle component analysis. Lineage markers were then 

used to identify the different cell types. A Heatmap was generated to identify the top 10 

differentially expressed genes of each cluster. 
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Figure 33: MFS heterogeneity defined by single-cell sequencing: A. tSNE analysis based on the clustering 

of MFS expression profiles. B. Violin plots of cell type specific lineage marker expression (CSF1R, DCN, 

CDH5, CD7, CMA1+). C. Differentially expressed genes across the cell types defined by single-cell expression 

analysis. Here each row corresponds to an individual gene and each column to an individual cell. The 

heatmap is ordered by clusters. 

The intra-tumor heterogeneity could be revealed by single-cell analysis. In figure 33 A 

the clustering of cells based on t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) of 

three MFS samples is shown. 18 clusters clearly separate from each other based on the 

differentially expressed genes displayed on the heatmap in figure 33 C. The clustering 

was performed based on the top 10 differentially expressed genes. In figure 33 B the 

lineage markers for specific cell types are shown14. In these samples of MFS 5 cell types 

were discovered. Fibroblasts expressed DCN coding for a protein considered to play a 

role in collagen fibril assembly. This feature was important for the Fibroblasts role in 

synthesizing the extracellular matrix and DCN was a published lineage marker for this 

cell type. CSF1R expressed a protein controlling the function and differentiation in mac-

rophages. This lineage marker was exclusively expressed in macrophages. CDH5 is a 

lineage marker for Endothelial cells and codes for a protein responsible for the assembly 

of endothelial adherens junctions. CD7 codes for a transmembrane protein of the immu-

noglobulin family and is considered to play an important role in T-cell interactions. CMA1+ 

codes for a Mast Cell specific protein. This protein is involved in vasoactive peptide gen-

eration. 
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5.4.9 DEFINING THE INTRA-TUMOR HETEROGENEITY OF UPS SAMPLES 

In the UPS samples, the intra-tumor heterogeneity could be defined by non-linear dimen-

sional reduction, too. The same analysis was performed and generated a clustering of 

cells based on t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) and a heatmap of the 

top 10 differentially expressed genes in each cluster. Lineage markers could be tested 

and expression levels compared to assign a specific cell type to each cluster. 

 

Figure 34: UPS heterogeneity defined by single-cell sequencing: A. tSNE analysis based on the clustering of 

MFS expression profiles. B. Violin plots of cell type specific lineage marker expression (CD163, DCN, 

COL1A1, CDH5, CD7). C. Differentially expressed genes across the clusters defined by single-cell sequenc-

ing. Each row corresponds to an individual gene and each column to an individual cell. The heatmap is 

ordered by clusters. 

In figure 34 three cohesive analyses are shown. In figure 34 A, the clustering of cells in 

a dimensional reduced environment can be seen. This clustering reveals 18 cell types 

by differential expression analyses. Each dot represents a single-cell. In figure 34 C the 

heatmap for the top 10 differentially expressed genes is displayed. Each cluster is de-

fined by the differential expression. In figure 34 B one can see the lineage markers that 

define the first assignment of cell types to each cluster. Each lineage marker is exclusive 

for a specific cell type. The role of DCN, CDH5 and CD7 are explained in 5.5.8. CD163 

is a receptor on Macrophages and is involved in protecting tissues from oxidative dam-

age. This receptor is exclusively expressed on Macrophages. COL1A1 is coding for 
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chains of type 1 collagen and as an extracellular matrix protein considered to be ex-

pressed by Fibroblasts. 

6 DISCUSSION 

6.1 THE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MICROENVIRONMENT OF MFS AND UPS, CELL-CELL 

INTERACTIONS, INFLAMMATORY INFILTRATE AND INTRA-TUMOR HETEROGENEITY BY 

SINGLE-CELL SEQUENCING 

6.1.1 ATLAS OF CELL TYPES IN THE MICROENVIRONMENT OF MFS AND UPS 

To create a comprehensive atlas of cell types defining the heterogeneity of MFS and 

UPS, around 26.000 single-cell RNA-sequencing profiles of cells from three UPS and 

three MFS were obtained. In each sample around 2000 highly variable abundant genes 

were identified and these genes were used for principle component analysis followed by 

t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) to visualize the multi-dimensional 

data5. In UPS_1 four major cell types were discovered as seen in figure 35 A. Each 

cluster was assigned to a specific cell type due to its expression of lineage marker genes 

seen in figure 35 B. These clusters were identified as Macrophages, Fibroblasts, Endo-

thelial cells and T cells. The expression of the lineage markers is shown in figure 35 C 

in a space distribution plot. The same analysis was performed for all the six samples and 

the major cell types were discovered. This can be seen in figure 35 D. In addition, in 

MFS_1 an extra cluster was observed. This cluster represents a small population of Mast 

cells. The lineage marker CMA1+ defines this cell type. This cluster is of special interest, 

due to the Mast cells documented features to secrete biologically active factors that are 

believed to be involved in the modulation of tumor growth24. 
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Figure 35: Soft tissue sarcomas heterogeneity defined by single-cell RNA-sequencing: A. t-distributed sto-

chastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) defined by principle component analysis of single cell expression pro-

files and cell type specific lineage markers form UPS_1 sample. B. Display of lineage markers used to assign 

cell types to the clusters. CD163, COL1A1, CDH5 and CD3D define the four major cell types, Macrophages, 

Fibroblasts, Endothelial cells and T cells. C. Lineage markers of UPS_1 sample shown in a space distribution 

plot. D. tSNE of cellular composition of 2 UPS (UPS_2 and UPS_3) and three MFS (MFS_1, MFS_2 and 

MFS_3) samples. Each cluster is defined by described lineage markers. The number of cells passing quality 

control is indicated by ‘n’. 
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6.1.2 CELL-CELL COMMUNICATION IN THE TUMORS MICROENVIRONMENT SHOWN ON ONE 

OF THE MAJOR IMMUNE CELL POPULATION 

Immune cell infiltration is a major component in the tumors microenvironment. For this 

matter, we first analyzed the macrophages, which is one important cell type contributing 

to the majority of the cells in many samples. To reveal possible cell-cell communications 

in the tumors, immune cell infiltrate could lead to new research questions. In two UPS 

samples, macrophages are the main cell population with over 70% of them being mac-

rophages. In previous clinical studies, macrophages have been associated to play a pro-

tumoral role and detailed analyses have even showed 5 subpopulations of macrophages 

in the UPS_1 sample. These macrophages were the major focus in our next analyses. 

One subpopulation showed an active proliferating potential. This can be seen by the high 

expression of the MKI67 proliferation marker. Although this subpopulation indicated as 

Macro_4 in figure 36 B is only contributing 4 % to the total population of macrophages, 

these cells might be important in maintaining steady state and immune modulation in 

cancer. Anther subpopulation of the macrophage Macro_3 showed a significant expres-

sion of interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs) such as IFT1, ITF2, IFT3 and ISG15. This 

expression, shown in figure 36 B might be important as a possible target for novel treat-

ments. Another type of immune cells was detected in each of our samples, too. In UPS_1 

109 T cells were detected and were of special interest, because these cells play an im-

portant role in immunomodulation during tumorigenesis and the characterization of their 

activation state can lead to novel approaches in developing immunotherapies.  

To identify cell-cell communication cytokines and chemokines were analyzed in matter 

of their expression. Interestingly, the Macro_3 population highly expressed the chemo-

kine ligand CXCL10, which is known to regulate the migration of activated T cells. The 

respective receptor, CXCR3 was highly expressed in the infiltrating T cell population. 

Expression levels can be seen in figure 36 B. These T cells also seemed to be activated 

which is indicated by the high expression of GZMA. The activation by GZMA signals that 

these cells were Cytotoxic T cells. In figure 36 B the expression of GZMA in the T cell 

population is shown as well. Cytotoxic T cells are critical for tumor surveillance and defi-

ciency of these cells exhibit uncontrolled tumor growth25. The demonstrated cell-cell 

communication in the intra-tumor microenvironment might show new ways for immuno-

therapy. Even the communication between Macro_3 and the cytotoxic T cells could be 

exploited for cancer immunotherapy. In addition to single-cell sequencing the paraffin 

embedded slights of UPS_1 were stained for morphological assessment. The Immuno-

histochemical staining for the macrophage marker protein CD163 was conducted, too. 

In figure 36 C one can see the large number of macrophages corroborating the single-
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cell RNA-sequencing data. The cell-cell communication could only be revealed due to 

the single-cell sequencing data. In a bulk sequencing approach, these results would have 

been masked. 

 

Figure 36: Immune infiltrate and cell-cell communication in the UPS_1 microenvironment: A. A heatmap 

showing the differential expression of genes across the five subpopulations of macrophages. Each row 

corresponds to an individual gene, each column to an individual cell. This heatmap is ordered by clusters 

of macrophages. B. Expression of important genes across the cell populations detected by differential ex-

pression analyses in UPS_1. C. Haematoxylin and Eosin morphological staining (H & E) and immunohisto-

chemical staining for CD163 in paraffin embedded tumor sections. Size bar 500 µm. 

 

6.1.3 FIBROBLAST POPULATIONS AND THEIR HETEROGENEITY DEFINED BY SINGLE-CELL 

RNA-SEQUENCING 

To study the heterogeneity of fibroblast subpopulations, MFS_2 was selected because 

around 72 % of the detected cells were comprised by fibroblasts. In MFS_2 four subpop-

ulations of fibroblasts were detected. FB-A, FB-B, FB-C and FB-D as shown in figure 37 
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A. Recently, Samuel Singer and his lab published a finding that integrin-alpha10, ex-

pressed by ITGA10, is one of the most significant associated genes when it comes to 

disease specific death and distant metastasis in patients26. The analysis of ITGA10 

showed a promoted cell survival when it was expressed and had an anti-tumor effect 

with its inhibition. In our data, only FB-A and FB-B subpopulations showed a high ex-

pression of ITGA10 as seen in figure 37 B. Tumorigenic fibroblast populations like FB-B 

expressed the proliferation marker MKI67 and thereby revealed their heterogeneity. The 

alpha-smooth muscle protein ACTA2 has been published to be important when it comes 

to tumorigenesis and has been proven to be central for metastasis in many cancer 

types27. Our shown fibroblast populations in figure 37 B all express this gene, except for 

FB-C. These subpopulations of fibroblasts also express CSF1, a chemotactic ligand, 

which is important for the communication with macrophages. The macrophages in our 

analysis express the associated CSF1R gene which is coding for the related receptor. 

All these features are important when it comes to communication within the microenvi-

ronment. The heterogeneity of the fibroblast populations thereby play an important role, 

since every population seems to be important for a key feature in tumorigenesis. This is 

one example of how heterogeneity in the inter-tumor microenvironment can influence the 

disease state and might be important to establish personalized treatment options for pa-

tients. 

 

Figure 37: Analysis of MFS_2 fibroblast populations heterogeneity:  A. tSNE analysis revealing differential 

expression between cell populations. Fibroblast(FB) populations can be divided into four clusters. Macro-

phages (MPH, Endothelial cells (EC) and T cells (TC) are detected, too. B. Expression patterns of specific 

genes throughout the populations shown in a tSNE plot. 
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7 PROSPECTS 

7.1 VALIDATE THE RESULTS OF SINGLE-CELL RNA-SEQUENCING IN PDX MOUSE MODELS 

REGARDING THEIR HETEROGENEITY AND DRUG RESPONSE 

To develop new methods for preclinical evaluation of drugs for personalized medicine 

strategies, PDX mouse models have proven to be reliable to predict clinical outcomes in 

cancer studies28. With the help of these PDX mouse models we will be able to study the 

molecular and cellular features of the human tumor biology for the identification of pos-

sible therapeutic targets. Since there is no published study revealing the tumor hetero-

geneity of tumors in PDX models we performed single-cell RNA-sequencing with Chro-

mium on one sample to prove the necessity of this new technology. Previously only 

FACS or Immunohistochemical evaluation had been conducted to provide insight into 

PDX tumors heterogeneity. Since single-cell RNA-sequencing has proven to sequence 

thousands of single-cells simultaneously, the transcriptomic research should provide a 

novel insight into this in vivo model. Novel markers and minor cell populations can be 

detected and could lead to faster and more promising results. In collaboration with the 

Singer Lab, a PDX mouse model was established using a viable section of the UPS_1 

sample. Fractions of this tissue were implanted in a immunodeficient mouse. The suc-

cessfully engrafted tumor was passaged in up to four mice before restriction and prepar-

ing for single-cell RNA-sequencing. A schematic of the workflow is shown in figure 38 A. 

We were able to perform species-specific analysis on the single-cell RNA-sequencing 

data and obtained transcriptomic profiles of 2876 human and 4624 mouse cells. This can 

be seen in figure 38 B. 

7.1.1 HETEROGENEITY AND SPECIES-SPECIFIC CELL TYPES IN THE UPS_1 DERIVED PDX 

SAMPLES 

Principle component analysis and t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) 

was used to reveal the heterogeneity within the sample. Six specific cell types were re-

vealed for both human and mouse cells. Using the previous described lineage markers, 

fibroblasts (H-FB), macrophages, (H-MPH) and T cells (H-TC) were discovered within 

the human cells. The mouse cell populations were composed of macrophages (M-MPH), 

endothelial cells (M-EC) and fibroblasts (M-FB). This can be seen in figure 38 B.  

In the human cell populations, we analyzed the expression of different tumorigenic mark-

ers. This analysis revealed heterogeneity because ITGA10, which is known to be one 

major trigger of metastasis, was expressed throughout the whole human fibroblast pop-
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ulation. On the other hand, MKI67, a proliferation marker, was only expressed in a spe-

cific subpopulation of the human fibroblasts and proved that the populations had intra-

tumor heterogenic features. The human T cell did not only express their lineage marker 

CD3D but also GZMA, which is expressed when T cells are activated. These T cells are 

believed to be cytotoxic T cells. Summarizing, it can be said that the xenograft was suc-

cessful and all the major cell populations seen in previous described UPS_1 analysis 

could be found again in the PDX model. These findings are shown in figure 38 D.  

In the mouse cell populations, most of the cells were identified as macrophages. This 

stands in contrast to the human cells, where the majority of cells were fibroblasts. This 

high number of macrophages was consistent with the analysis of UPS_1 sample where 

around 80 % of the cells were identified as macrophages. The macrophage population 

in the mouse cells showed the same features as the macrophages in the UPS_1 sample. 

The number of macrophages expressing MKI67 was consistent with the number of mac-

rophages expressing MKI67 in the mouse sample. Around 4 % of these cells expressed 

this proliferation marker. In addition, a small population of the mouse macrophages did 

express lfit1 an interferon stimulated gene. This was again consistent with the analysis 

of the UPS_1 sample. The findings are shown in figure 38 C. These results show prom-

ising potential when it comes to study drug response and new therapeutics. The interplay 

of these genes between proliferation and stimulation by interferon can be targeted for 

the development of new therapeutic interventions. Our results show the potential of PDX 

models in combination with single-cell RNA-sequencing to reveal new ways of discover-

ing novel approaches for drug development. We propose that the study of the tumors 

microenvironment could show new possibilities in targeted therapy. 
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Figure 38: single-cell RNA-sequencing analysis of PDX mouse model derived of UPS_1 tumor: A. Workflow 

to establish PDX mouse models followed by single-cell sequencing. B. tSNE analysis of PDX single-cell RNA-

sequencing data. On the left species-specific color coding on the right cell type specific color coding with 

‘n’ indicating the number of cells detected. H- stands for human and M- stands for mouse origin. MPH 

stands for macrophages, FB stands for fibroblasts, TC stands for T cells and EC stands for endothelial cells. 

C. Expression levels of different marker genes are shown in mouse cells. Lineage markers were described 

in previous chapters. D. Expression levels of different marker genes in human cells. Lineage markers are 

described in previous chapters. 
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7.1.2 CELL-CELL COMMUNICATION IN THE PDX TUMOR MICROENVIRONMENT REVEALS A 

NOVEL TREATMENT TARGET 

In 6.1.2 we have already shown the importance of cell-cell communication and their po-

tential in developing new targeted therapies. In the PDX derived mouse model the pop-

ulation of macrophages was analyzed in the same way to find chemokine and receptor 

interactions that might be studied by inhibiting their interaction in an in vivo model. The 

expression of the colony-stimulating factor-1 CSF1 was analyzed with its related receptor 

CSF1R. When the CSF1 expressed protein binds to the CSF1R expressed receptor, 

migration proliferation and differentiation of macrophages are promoted29. Since the ma-

jor populations in the PDX sample are composed out of macrophages, these cells are 

believed to have pro tumorigenic features. CSF1 expression could only be observed in 

the human fibroblasts H-FB but the CSF1R receptor was expressed throughout the hu-

man H-MPH and the mouse M-MPH macrophages. In figure 39 A and B these expres-

sion patterns are shown. The human ligand expressed by CSF1 is known to interact with 

the mouse receptor expressed by Csf1r showing functional cross-reactivity and is there-

fore believed to promote macrophage infiltration via the CSF1-CSF1R/Csf1r signaling 

pathway30. The usage of monoclonal antibodies against CSF1 ligand and receptor could 

block the signaling31. In addition, our model allowed us to test the CSF1R inhibitor 

PLX339732. With these results we can say that the options in discovering novel pathways 

for targeted therapies are infinite and preliminary results have shown huge potential in 

combining these novel methods to reveal heterogeneity and pathways for targeted ther-

apy. 
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Figure 39: Ligand and receptor expression revealed by single-cell RNA-sequencing: A. Expression of Csf1 

ligand and Csf1r receptor in mouse cells B. Expression of CSF1 ligand and CSF1R receptor in human cells. 
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12 APPENDIX 

12.1 BIOINFORMATICS PIPELINE 

10X_chromium analysis pipeline UPS_1 

Date: 05/31/2017 

by Hemant Suryawanshi  

#Quality check: 

FastQC was used to assess the quality of reads. 

#FastqToSAM 

The two fastq files are given as input to the picard program and the output is a 

single unaligned BAM file. 

java -jar /Volumes/ThunderBay/scRNA_Seq/Dropseq_anlysis/picard-tools- 

1.119/FastqToSam.jar TMP_DIR= tmp FASTQ= ../../Sam-

ple_Sarc_1/Sarc_1_all_R1.fastq 

FASTQ2= ../../Sample_Sarc_1/Sarc_1_all_R2.fastq QUALITY_FORMAT= Standard 

OUTPUT= unaligned_data.bam SAMPLE_NAME= Sarc_1 SORT_ORDER= 

queryname 

# TagBamWithReadSequenceExtended 

This program extracts first 16 bases from R1 (read1) and tags ‘XC’ (cell barcode) 

/Volumes/ThunderBay/scRNA_Seq/Dropseq_anlysis/Dropseq_ 

tools/TagBamWithReadSequenceExtended INPUT=unaligned_data.bam 

OUTPUT=unaligned_tagged_Cell.bam 

SUMMARY=unaligned_tagged_Cellular.bam_summary.txt BASE_RANGE=1-16 

BASE_QUALITY=10 BARCODED_READ=1 DISCARD_READ=False TAG_NAME=XC 

NUM_BASES_BELOW_QUALITY=1 

# TagBamWithReadSequenceExtended 

This program extracts 17-26 bases from R1 (read1) and tags ‘XM’ (UMI) 

/Volumes/ThunderBay/scRNA_Seq/Dropseq_anlysis/Dropseq_ 

tools/TagBamWithReadSequenceExtended INPUT=unaligned_tagged_Cell.bam 

OUTPUT=unaligned_tagged_CellMolecular.bam 

SUMMARY=unaligned_tagged_Molecular.bam_summary.txt BASE_RANGE=17-26 

BASE_QUALITY=10 BARCODED_READ=1 DISCARD_READ=True TAG_NAME=XM 

NUM_BASES_BELOW_QUALITY=1 

#FilterBAM 

Low quality cell barcodes or UMIs are removed. During the run of 

TagBamWithReadSequenceExtended, an XQ tag is added to each read to repre-

sent the 
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number of bases that have quality scores below the BASE_QUALITY threshold. 

These reads are then removed from the BAM. 

/Volumes/ThunderBay/scRNA_Seq/Dropseq_anlysis/Drop-seq_tools/FilterBAM 

TAG_REJECT=XQ INPUT=unaligned_tagged_CellMolecular.bam 

OUTPUT=unaligned_tagged_filtered.bam 

# PolyATrimmer 

It searches for at least 6 (NUM_BASES) contiguous A’s in the read with 1 mis-

matches 

(MISMATCHES), and hard clips the read to remove these bases and all bases 3’ 

of the polyA run. 

/Volumes/ThunderBay/scRNA_Seq/Dropseq_anlysis/Drop-seq_tools/PolyATrimmer 

INPUT=unaligned_tagged_filtered.bam 

OUTPUT=unaligned_mc_tagged_polyA_filtered.bam 

OUTPUT_SUMMARY=polyA_trimming_report.txt MISMATCHES=1 NUM_BASES=6 

# SamToFastq 

Bam file is converted to fastq for mapping purpose. 

java -Xmx4g -jar /Volumes/ThunderBay/scRNA_Seq/Dropseq_anlysis/picard-tools- 

1.119/SamToFastq.jar INPUT=unaligned_mc_tagged_polyA_filtered.bam 

FASTQ=unaligned_mc_tagged_polyA_filtered.fastq 

# STAR aligner 

Reads (R2) are mapped to the genome. 

--outFilterMismatchNmax 3 (3 mismatches allowed) 

/Volumes/ThunderBay/scRNA_Seq/Dropseq_anlysis/STARSTAR_ 

2.5.1a/bin/MacOSX_x86_64/STAR --runThreadN 12 --genomeDir 

/Volumes/ThunderBay/scRNA_Seq/Dropseq_anlysis/edited_hg38/genome_directory -- 

readFilesIn unaligned_mc_tagged_polyA_filtered.fastq --outFilterMismatchNmax 3 -- 

outReadsUnmapped Fastx --outFileNamePrefix star 

# SortSam 

The alignment output is sorted in queryname order 

java -jar /Volumes/ThunderBay/scRNA_Seq/Dropseq_anlysis/picard-tools- 

1.119/SortSam.jar I=starAligned.out.sam O=aligned.sorted.bam SO=queryname 

# MergeBamAlignment 

This step adds the cell barcode (XC) and UMI (XM) to the mapped reads 

java -jar /Volumes/ThunderBay/scRNA_Seq/Dropseq_anlysis/picard-tools- 

1.119/MergeBamAlignment.jar 

REFERENCE_SEQUENCE=/Volumes/ThunderBay/scRNA_Seq/Dropseq_anlysis/ed-

ited_hg 
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38/WholeGenomeFasta/genome.fa 

UNMAPPED_BAM=unaligned_mc_tagged_polyA_filtered.bam 

ALIGNED_BAM=aligned.sorted.bam OUTPUT=merged.bam 

INCLUDE_SECONDARY_ALIGNMENTS=false PAIRED_RUN=false 

# TagReadWithGeneExon 

This step adds BAM tag ‘GE’ and the gene name to each read which is later used 

for extraction to create the gene expression matrix. 

/Volumes/ThunderBay/scRNA_Seq/Dropseq_anlysis/Dropseq_ 

tools/TagReadWithGeneExon I=merged.bam O=star_gene_exon_tagged.bam 

ANNOTATIONS_FILE=/Volumes/ThunderBay/scRNA_Seq/Dropseq_anlysis/ed-

ited_hg38/ 

edited_hg38_v2.refFlat TAG=GE 

# Cell Selection 

To decide how many cells we want to create gene express matrix for, it is im-

portant to create cumulative read distribution plot. 

/Volumes/ThunderBay/scRNA_Seq/Dropseq_anlysis/Drop-seq_tools/BAMTagHisto-

gram 

I=star_gene_exon_tagged.bam O=out_cell_readcounts_20000.txt.gz TAG=XC 

# Cumulative distribution plot (in R studio) 

>a=read.table("/Volumes/ThunderBay/scRNA_Seq/Sarcoma/10X_experi-

ment/Sarc_1/raw_data/analysis/Final_analysis_05312017/out_cell_read-

counts_20000.txt.gz", header=F, stringsAsFactors=F) 

> x=cumsum(a$V1) 

> x=x/max(x) 

> plot(1:length(x),x, type="l", col="blue", xlab="cell barcodes sorted by number of reads 

[descending]", ylab="cumulative fraction of reads", xlim=c(1,10000), cex.axis=0.7, 

cex.lab=0.8) 

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

cell barcodes sorted by number of reads [descending] 

cumulative fraction of reads 

# DigitalExpression 

This step creates gene expression matrix for the number of cells (derived from 

previous step, Cumulative distribution plot) 

MIN_BC_READ_THRESHOLD=2 : Count UMIs only if 2 or more reads 

/Volumes/ThunderBay/scRNA_Seq/Dropseq_anlysis/Drop-seq_tools/DigitalExpression 

I=star_gene_exon_tagged.bam O=Sarc_1_2readsUMI_3200.dge.txt.gz 
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SUMMARY=Sarc_1_2readsUMI_3200.dge.summary.txt MIN_BC_READ_THRESH-

OLD=2 

NUM_CORE_BARCODES=3200 

12.2 EXEMPLARY SCRIPT USED IN R-STUDIO FOR UPS_1 ANALYSIS 

#UPS_1_v2 

 

#add gene expression matrixes to R-Studio 

sample1 <- read.table("/Users/NicoWahl/Desktop/Analysis/Data/10XChro-

mium/Sarc_1/Sarc_1_2readsUMI_3200.dge.txt.gz", header = TRUE) 

 

#add names of the sample tp colun name 

colnames(sample1)[c(2:ncol(sample1))] <- paste(colnames(sample1)[c(2:ncol(sample1))], "sam-

ple1", sep = "_") 

 

#merge and rename samples 

chromium <- sample1 

row.names(chromium) <- chromium$GENE 

chromium <- subset(chromium, select = -1) 

 

#Normalize the sample 

#chromiumTPM <-  sweep(chromium, 2, colSums(chromium), '/') *10000 

#chromiumTPM <- log(chromiumTPM + 1) 

#chromiumTPM <- chromium 

 

#Removal of mitochondrial genes 

ubiq <- c(rownames(chromium[grep("^MT-", rownames(chromium)), ]), 

          rownames(chromium[grep("^RPS", rownames(chromium)), ]), 

          rownames(chromium[grep("^RPL", rownames(chromium)), ]), 

          rownames(chromium[grep("^RBP", rownames(chromium)), ]), 

          rownames(chromium[grep("^HLA", rownames(chromium)), ]), 

          rownames(chromium[grep("^MALAT1", rownames(chromium)), ])) 

chromium <- chromium[!rownames(chromium) %in% ubiq, ] 
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#Loading librarys 

library(Seurat) 

library(dplyr) 

library(Matrix) 

 

#Rename  

nbt.data = chromium 

nbt=new("seurat",raw.data=nbt.data) 

nbt <- Setup(nbt, min.cells = 3, min.genes = 100, do.logNormalize = T, total.expr = 1e4, project 

= "NBT") 

Sample_ident <- nbt@ident 

nbt 

 

#remove mitochondrial genes 

mito.genes <- grep("^MT-", rownames(nbt@data), value = T) 

percent.mito <- colSums(expm1(nbt@data[mito.genes, ]))/colSums(expm1(nbt@data)) 

nbt <- AddMetaData(nbt, percent.mito, "percent.mito") 

VlnPlot(nbt, c("nGene", "nUMI", "percent.mito"), size.use = 0.1, nCol = 3) 

#nbt@ident <- Sample_ident 

 

par(mfrow = c(1, 2)) 

GenePlot(nbt, "nUMI", "percent.mito") 

GenePlot(nbt, "nUMI", "nGene") 

 

 

nbt <- SubsetData(nbt, subset.name = "nGene", accept.high = 6000) 

nbt <- SubsetData(nbt, subset.name = "percent.mito", accept.high = 0.05) 

nbt <- RegressOut(nbt, latent.vars = c("nUMI", "percent.mito")) 

 

GenePlot(nbt, "nUMI", "percent.mito") 

GenePlot(nbt, "nUMI", "nGene") 
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#generate principal component analysis 

nbt= MeanVarPlot(nbt ,fxn.x = expMean, fxn.y = logVarDivMean, x.low.cutoff = 0.08, x.high.cut-

off = 4, y.cutoff = 0.5, do.contour = F) 

length(nbt@var.genes) 

nbt <- PCA(nbt, pc.genes = nbt@var.genes, do.print = TRUE, pcs.print = 5, genes.print = 5) 

nbt <- ProjectPCA(nbt) 

PrintPCA(nbt, pcs.print = 1:5, genes.print = 5, use.full = TRUE) 

VizPCA(nbt, 1:2) 

PCAPlot(nbt,1,2,pt.size = 1) 

 

#Visualize priniple components to see possible variations between patients 

PCAPlot(nbt,2,3,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,3,4,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,4,5,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,5,6,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,6,7,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,7,8,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,8,9,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,9,10,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,10,11,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,11,12,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,12,13,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,13,14,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,14,15,pt.size = 1) 

 

#generate heatmaps for first 12 principal components and generation of elbow plot to choose 

between still usful  PCs for further analysis 

PCHeatmap(nbt, pc.use = 1, cells.use = 100, do.balanced = TRUE) 

PCHeatmap(nbt, pc.use = 1:12, cells.use = 500, do.balanced = TRUE, label.columns = FALSE, 

use.full = FALSE, cex.col = 0.5, cexRow = 0.5) 

nbt <- JackStraw(nbt, num.pc= 30, num.replicate = 100, do.print = FALSE) 

JackStrawPlot(nbt, PCs = 1:30) 

PCElbowPlot(nbt, num.pc = 35) 
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####EARLY SAVE 

save(nbt, file = "/Users/NicoWahl/Desktop/Analysis/Data/10XChro-

mium/Sarc_1/v2/Sarc_1_early_v2.Robj") 

 

#find clusters and generate tSNE 

nbt=FindClusters(nbt, pc.use = 1:30, resolution = 0.6, print.output = 0, save.SNN = T) 

nbt <- RunTSNE(nbt, dims.use = 1:30, do.fast = T) 

TSNEPlot(nbt, do.label = T, pt.size = 1) 

Cluster_ident <- nbt@ident 

 

#choose between identities for generation of tSNEs 

#nbt@ident <- Sample_ident 

#TSNEPlot(nbt, do.label = T, pt.size = 1, colors.use = NULL) 

#nbt@ident <- Cluster_ident 

#TSNEPlot(nbt, do.label = T, pt.size = 1, colors.use = NULL) 

 

#Visualize priniple components to see possible variations between cell types 

nbt@ident <- Cluster_ident 

PCAPlot(nbt,1,2,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,2,3,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,3,4,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,4,5,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,5,6,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,6,7,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,7,8,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,8,9,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,9,10,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,10,11,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,11,12,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,12,13,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,13,14,pt.size = 1) 

PCAPlot(nbt,14,15,pt.size = 1) 
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#find markers for each cluster 

cluster0.markers <- FindMarkers(nbt, ident.1 = 0, min.pct = 0.25) 

print(head(cluster0.markers, 10)) 

 

cluster1.markers <- FindMarkers(nbt, ident.1 = 1, min.pct = 0.25) 

print(head(cluster1.markers, 10)) 

 

cluster2.markers <- FindMarkers(nbt, ident.1 = 2, min.pct = 0.25) 

print(head(cluster2.markers, 10)) 

 

cluster3.markers <- FindMarkers(nbt, ident.1 = 3, min.pct = 0.25) 

print(head(cluster3.markers, 10)) 

 

cluster4.markers <- FindMarkers(nbt, ident.1 = 4, min.pct = 0.25) 

print(head(cluster4.markers, 10)) 

 

cluster5.markers <- FindMarkers(nbt, ident.1 = 5, min.pct = 0.25) 

print(head(cluster5.markers, 10)) 

 

cluster6.markers <- FindMarkers(nbt, ident.1 = 6, min.pct = 0.25) 

print(head(cluster6.markers, 10)) 

 

cluster7.markers <- FindMarkers(nbt, ident.1 = 7, min.pct = 0.25) 

print(head(cluster7.markers, 10)) 

 

cluster8.markers <- FindMarkers(nbt, ident.1 = 8, min.pct = 0.25) 

print(head(cluster8.markers, 10)) 

 

#cluster9.markers <- FindMarkers(nbt, ident.1 = 9, min.pct = 0.25) 

#print(head(cluster9.markers, 10)) 

 

#cluster10.markers <- FindMarkers(nbt, ident.1 = 10, min.pct = 0.25) 
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#print(head(cluster10.markers, 10)) 

 

#cluster11.markers <- FindMarkers(nbt, ident.1 = 11, min.pct = 0.25) 

#print(head(cluster11.markers, 10)) 

 

#cluster12.markers <- FindMarkers(nbt, ident.1 = 12, min.pct = 0.25) 

#print(head(cluster12.markers, 10)) 

 

#cluster13.markers <- FindMarkers(nbt, ident.1 = 13, min.pct = 0.25) 

#print(head(cluster13.markers, 10)) 

 

#cluster14.markers <- FindMarkers(nbt, ident.1 = 14, min.pct = 0.25) 

#print(head(cluster14.markers, 10)) 

 

nbt.markers <- FindAllMarkers(nbt, only.pos = TRUE, min.pct = 0.25, thresh.use = 0.25) 

print(head(nbt.markers, 10)) 

 

#generation of heatmap using top 10  

nbt.markers %>% group_by(cluster) %>% top_n(10, avg_diff) -> top10 

DoHeatmap(nbt, genes.use = top10$gene, order.by.ident = TRUE, slim.col.label = TRUE, re-

move.key = TRUE, cex.col = 0.5, cexRow = 0.5) 

 

#find markers that help you to differentiate between all clusters e.g. for cluster 4 

#cluster4.markers <- FindMarkers(nbt, 4, c(1,2,3,5,6,7,8,9,10,11), min.pct = 0.25) 

 

save(nbt, file = "/Users/NicoWahl/Desktop/Analysis/Data/10XChro-

mium/Sarc_1/v2/Sarc_1_v2.Robj") 

 

#Visualizing marker expression of each cluster  

VlnPlot(nbt, c("DCN", "CDH5", "CD52", "CD3D"),size.title.use = 10, size.x.use = 10, size.y.use = 

10, size.use = 0.1, nCol = 2) 

VlnPlot(nbt, c("CD163", "CSF1R", "CD7", "CD3G"),size.title.use = 10, size.x.use = 10, size.y.use = 

10, size.use = 0.1, nCol = 2) 
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VlnPlot(nbt, c("COL1A1", "nUMI") ,size.title.use = 10, size.x.use = 10, size.y.use = 10, size.use = 

0.1, nCol = 2) 

 

#Visualizing marker expression of each cluster  

VlnPlot(nbt, c("ETV1", "JUN", "ITGA10", "TRIO"),size.title.use = 10, size.x.use = 10, size.y.use = 

10, size.use = 0.1, nCol = 2) 

VlnPlot(nbt, c("RICTOR") ,size.title.use = 10, size.x.use = 10, size.y.use = 10, size.use = 0.1, nCol 

= 2) 

#Expressed when Monocytes differentiate into Macrophages 

VlnPlot(nbt, c("APOC1") ,size.title.use = 10, size.x.use = 10, size.y.use = 10, size.use = 0.1, nCol = 

2) 

 

#Visualize in which cluster//celltype specific chosen genes are expressed 

FeaturePlot(nbt, c("DCN", "CDH5", "CD52", "CD3D"),cols.use = c("grey","blue")) 

FeaturePlot(nbt, c("CD163", "CSF1R", "CD7", "CD3G"),cols.use = c("grey","blue")) 

FeaturePlot(nbt, c("COL1A1", "nUMI","ADIRF","SPP1"),cols.use = c("grey","blue")) 

 

FeaturePlot(nbt, c("CHRM2"),cols.use = c("grey","blue")) 

 

#soft tissue sarcoma specific Genes 

FeaturePlot(nbt, c("ETV1", "JUN", "ITGA10", "TRIO"),cols.use = c("grey","blue")) 

FeaturePlot(nbt, c("RICTOR"),cols.use = c("grey","blue")) 

#Expressed when Monocytes differentiate into Macrophages 

FeaturePlot(nbt, c("APOC1"),cols.use = c("grey","blue")) 

 

#Give clusters names (Cell type names) 

current.cluster.ids <- c("Macrophages_1", "Macrophages_2", "Macrophages_3", "Macro-

phages_4", "Fibroblast_1", "Fibroblast_2", "EndothelialCells", "Macrophages_5", "TCells", "Fi-

broblast_3") 

new.cluster.ids <- c(0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9) 

nbt@ident <- plyr::mapvalues(nbt@ident, from = current.cluster.ids, to = new.cluster.ids) 

TSNEPlot(nbt, do.label = T, pt.size = 0.5) 

 

# accumulative expression 
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cluster0 <- chromium[, colnames(chromium) %in% WhichCells(nbt,0)] 

#?#cluster9_average <- as.data.frame(rowMeans(cluster9)) 

 

#extract barcodes for each cluster 

nbt@ident <- Cluster_ident 

barcodes_cluster0 <- chromium_untagged[ , colnames(chromium_untagged) %in% 

WhichCells(nbt, 0)] 

 

library(xlsx) 

write.xlsx(barcodes_cluster0, "/Users/NicoWahl/Desktop/BC_0.xlsx") 

#write.xlsx(barcodes_cluster0, file, sheetName="/Users/NicoWahl/Desktop/BC_0", 

col.names=TRUE, row.names=TRUE, append=FALSE, showNA=TRUE) 


